
CHAPTER 7

~rHE ISOCORTEX
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T
'II!:', ['OI:T:\'\:"I' H~~E of neoc:wtical mcch

~lllblns III cogllltlve behaviOr has been
t a hcus of ~'i'l'ntific interest for the past

(,('litury :"'Id a half. In the early 1800s, argu
\IIt'lIts Ll~ed bet ween, physiologists ( e,g"
FlourE.'ns C

) and phrenologists, many of
\', ~ ,('Ill "'ere good :\Ilatomists (e,g" Gall and
~purzhci:lI~~ as tn whether the cerebral man
t'·.' functiolls as a 'I:lit or whether a mosaic of
ccrebral suborgall' determines complex psy
':hological events, During the intervening
l-"'Tiod data have been subsumed under one or
the otl1l'l" of these two views-·almost always
. 'jth the effect 01" strengthening one at the ex

pense ot \he other. Jn the recent past, thc ac
';"dmIlation of Cla[d has so markedly accelerated
that a j"I\'aluati'li' of the problem promises to
i;;'OVC fruitful. S~)ccifically, the data obtained
:,y the IN' of e1C',.:ltc!nic amplifying devices to
"~udy neural eVl'nts has raised questions con
,l'l'ning the validity of concepts generated by
lH'llr<.lilL,'.umical :cdmiques; tll':' adaptation to
·:I!)human primr11.·'s of measures of choice ue
havior 1:." stimuhIed discussion of the vali(lity

',: concepts derin·d from clinical neurological
,natcrial

Pribram

G[ Prohlems of Neural Organization

First, let us take a look at some neural data
and see how they fit current conceptualiza
tions of cerebral organization. Explicitly or
implicitly, most of us tend to think of the
brain as being composed of receiving areas
(sensory cortex) that function in some fairly
simple fashion to transmit receptor events to
adjacent areas of "association" cortex. Here,
these neural events are "elaborated" and asso
ciated with other neural events before being
transmitted to the motor areas of the brain;
these motor areas are said to serve as the prin
Cipal efFector mechanism for all cerebral activ
ity. This model was proposed some seventy
five years ago by Flechsig~O on the basis of
the then available anatomical information. As
we shall see, the neural data available to(lay
make it necessary to modify this model con
Siderably.

But. before we can come to grips' with a
new conception of brain organization, it :s
necessar)' to clarifv some definitions. Over tlw

\ .
years many of the terms used in neurol()~~y

have been imbued with multiple designatioll:'.
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It can be seen from Figure 7-1 that the.
portions of the cortex labeled as "extrinsic sec
tors" correspond essentially to those usually
referred to as "primary projection areas,"
while those labeled "intrinsic sectors" corre
spond essentially to those usually referred to
as "association areas." :Howevcr, the terms as
sociation cortex and prililary projection arcas
have their drawbacks: (1) Association cortex
implies that in these portions of the cortex
convergent tracts bring together excitations
from the "recciving areas" of the brain. As wc
shall see, this implication is unsupported by
fact, (2) EIcctrophysiological' experi ments,
which will be discussed belo\\', have demon
strated a topographical complexity of organi-

within the thalamus. The fornkf they called
extrinsi~. (primary projection) and the latter,
inh'i!lsic (association) nuclei. Thalamocortical
connections, demonstrated by retrograde de
generation studiesO,12,57.75 make possible the
differentiation of isocortical sectors on the
basis of their connections with extrinsic (pri
mary projection) or with intrinsic (associa
tion) thalamic nuclei.

Figure 7-1. Diagrammatic scheme illustrating
the division of isocortex into extrinsic (primary
projection) and intrinsic (association) sectors, on
the basis of thalamic afferent connections. The
ventral and geniculate thalamic nuclei which re
ceive major direct afferents from extracerebral
structures project to the extrinsic sectors; the

. medial and pulvinar thalamic nuclei do not re
ceive such afferents and project to the btrinsic
sectors.
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Neocortex is such a term. Comparative ana
tomists use this word to describe the dorsolat
eral portions of the cerebral mantle since
these portions show a differentially maximum,
development in microsmatic mammals (such

. as primates) as compared with macrosmatic
mammals (such as cats). In other branches of
the neurological sciences (see Grossman25 )
the term neocortex has come to cover all the
cortical formations that reach maximum de
velopment in primates. The definition as used
in these sciences subsumes portions of the cor
tex on the medial and basal surface of the
cerebral hemisphere, which, though well' de
veloped in macrosmatic mammals, do show
some additional development in primates.
Since this mediobasal limbic cortex has been
reIatedr.A.60 to behavior rather different from
that which concerns us in this paper, it seems
worthwhile to find an unambiguous term that
delimits the dorsolateral cortex. As reviewed·
in an early publication,58 the cerebral cortex· .
may be classified according to whether or not
it passes through a six-layered embryonic
stage. The medial and basal limbic structures
do not pass through such a stage and are
called allo or juxtallocortex; the dorsolateral
portions of the cerebral cortex do pass through
such a stage and are called isocortex. .

It has been fashionable to subdivide isocor- .
tex according to cytoarchitectonic differences;
difficulties in classification have been pointed.
out4 ,32.60 that question the immediate' useful
ness of distinctions based solely on the histo, , , ,
logical picture of the cortex. I should prefer,
therefore, to subdivide isocortex on the basis
of thabmocOltical relationships since these re
lationships are determined by the most reli
able neurohistological technique available to
us: namely, retrograde. degeneration of neu
rons in the thalamus following cortical resec,
tion. But, if we are to use this criterion of
subdivision of cortex because it is a reliable
one, we are forced into looking at the organi
zation of the thalamus as the key to the or
ganization of the cortex. Rose and \Voolseynr.
have divided thalamic nuclci into two classcs:
( 1) those rcccivi ng large tracts of extrathala
mic afferents and ( 2) . those receiving the
major portions of their direct afferents from
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Figure 7.t.3. Extl"insic (primary projection) sec~

tors as mapped by staining degenerating axons fol
lowing thillamic lesions.

techniques other than retrograde thalamic de
generation are used? Figure 7-3 shows the
cxtent of the cortical connections when my
elinated fibers arc' traced by the ~hrchi

(osmic-acid) staining technique from periph
eral sh'uctures, such as optic tract anel dorsal
spinal roots, through the thalamus to the cor
tex. As can be seen by comparing Figures 7-2
and 7-3, there are, thus, at least two anatomi
cal techniques that permit approximately the
same subdivision of isocortex: one derived
from cell body stains; the second, from nerve
fiber stains. Further support for the classifica
tion ~omes, from electrophysiological data.
\Vhen receptors are mechanically' or electri
cally stimulated or when peripheral nerves are
electrically stimulated, an abrupt change' in
electrical potential can be recorded from por
tions of the brain that are connected to these
peripheral structures. Under appropriate con
ditions of anesthesia, maps may be con
structed on the basis of size of the potential
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zation that necessitated labels such as Areas I
and II. Should the term primary projection
areas be used to denote the Areas I only or
should it cover such areas as II as well? Addi
tional confusion arises since the intrinsic (as
sociation) sectors do receive a thalamic pro
jection,so that the term "secondary projection
areas" has been suggested for these sectors.67

These considerations have led me to substitute
the currently less loaded terms, "extrinsic" and,
~'intril!~ic.'·

em the subdivision of cerebral isocortex
irito extrinsic (primary projection) and intrin
sic (association) sectors be validated when

Figure 7-2. Diagrams of the lateral (above) and
mediobasal (b8]OW) surfaces of the monkey's cer
ebral hemisphere showing the divisions discussed
in the text. Shaded indicates allo-juxtallocortex;
lined indicates extrinsic (primary projection) iso
cortex; clotted indicates intrinsic (association) iso
corte:. Boundaries are not sharply delimited; this
is, in part, due to minor discrepancies which result
when different techniques are used and, in part, to
difficulties in classification due to borderline in
stances and inadequate data (e.g., how should the
projections of n. oentralis anterior and of laterali.~

po.11crior be cb:',ified?)

(CH. 7) The Isocortex 109
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G[ Input-Output Uclationships

Enough of definitions. I am sure you are con
vinced by now that the cerebral isocortex may
useftilly be divided according to whether its
major input derives, via the thalamus, directly
from the periphery or whether that input is
largely intracerebral. But have you noticed
that, according to all of the techniques men
tioned, input from extracerebral stl'11ctures
reaches the portions of the cortex ustially re
ferred to as motor as well as those known as
sensory areas? Electrophysiological expcri c

ments demonstrate that somabc afferents are
distributed to both sides of the central fissure
of primates. Since theafferents reaching the
precentral motor areas as well as those reach
ing postcentral sensory areas originate in both
skin and muscle nerves,~7 the critical differ
ences between the iriput to the precentral and
to fhepostcentral cortex must yet be deter
mined if the differences in effect of resection
of the pre- and postcentral cortex on behavior
are to be explained in terms of input. \ Vhat is
important for us today is the . fact that affcr
ents from the periphery reach motor cortex
relatively directly through the thalall),us, abet
that becomes more meaningful ou considera
tion of the efferents leaving the isocortex.

It has been commonly held for the past half
century that the pyramidal tract originaks in
the motor cortex, especially that portion close
to the central fissure. A monograph by Las.
sek~~ thoroughly documents the evidence for
a more extensive origin of the pvramida! tract
from the entire extent of the precentral as \\'ell
as from the postcentral cortex of primates: a
return to an earlier held anatomical position
that had become submerged dui-ing the first

. half of this century. Another conception held
during this latter period, the distinction be
tween pyramidal and extrapyramidal, has re
peatedly been questioned in the light of these
and other data. \Vool sey80 has shown that the
difFerences in mOVCll1ent brought about by
eleCtrical stimulation of the various parts of
the precentral cortex may be ascribed to dif
ferences in somatotopic relationships rather
than to differences in the complexity of or-
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Figure 7-4. Diagrams of the monkey cerebral
hemisphere as in Figures 2 and 3. This map of the
abrupt electrical changes induced in cortex by
peripheral stimulation was compiled from studies
using animals sufficiently anesthetized with bar
biturates to practically abolish the normally pres
ent spontaneous· rhythms of potential changes
recorded from the hrain. Those potential changes
were counted wJ-.ich were larger than 50 p.v. and
showed a latency within 3 millisee of the minimum
latency of any abrupt potential change evoked in
the particular afferent system investigated. These
criteria were chosen as the most likely to indicate
major direct afferents from periphery to cortex.
The correspondences and minor discrepancies be
tween this figure and Figure 3 indicate the ap
proximate range of such similarities when different
techniques and brain diagrams are used.

changes evoked and the latency that inter
venesbetween the time ofstilllulation and the
recording· of the potential change (Figure
7-4). As can be seen from the comp(\rison of
the maps made by the histological and clec
trophysiological techniques, there is consid
erable, though by no means complete, cor
respondence between various delineations of
the extrinsic (primary projection) from the in
trinsic (association) sectors of the isocortex.

\.



q[ Classification of the
Amnestic Syndromes

I want to take this opportunity tfi dispel the
Jnyth that experimentally produced loc,ll brain'
lesions (especially ahlations) do not affect
memory functions, that is, Iearnin~ and re
membering. This conception, like so many in
neurom'ythology, derives its strength from the
fact that it is a half-truth. In this instance, the
idea rests largely on Lashley's~" contrihution,
Brain Mecl/{/llisl/ls and Intelligence, and de
rives support from his later publication,:l1 "In
Search of the Engram." Lashley presented
evidence and made interpretations. I shall
show here that his data have been superseded
-thus the fanciful aspect of the cllnent myth
-but that his interpretations were extremely
shrewd-thus the myth's persistence. To make
the counterargument I will descrihe data froll1
experiments made over the past twenty-five
year~. In my lahoratories alone some twelve
hundred behaviorally tested rhesus monkeys
have been subjected to selective -brain opera-

-ventral-spinal roots, must,therefore, give way
to a more precise investigation of the differ
ences in internal organization of the affei'cllt
efferent rclationshi p between peri phery and
cortex in order to explain differences such as
those between sensory and motor Incehallisliis.
As yet only a fcw cxpe~'illlents toward tllis l'lId
have been ullllerlakcn,l.J.l.fI'l

The afFerent-clfercnt overlap in the extril/sic
(primary projection) system suggests the pos-'
sibility that the intrinsic (association) systeilis
lieed not he considered as association centers
upon which pathways from the extrinsic scn
sory sectors converge to bring together nenral
events anticipatory to spewing them out via
the motor pathways. Unfortunately, there are
few reliable anatomical data concerning the
eonriections of the intrinsic sectors so that our
analysis of the organization of these systems
relies largely on nelll'opsychological data. Let

. us turn, therefore, to experiments that manip
ulatecerebral isocortex either by stimnlation
or resection, and observe the effects of SIIC!}

manipulations on behavior.

III(CII. 7) The Isocortex

ganizationof the movement. Thus, \\'oolsey
finds that stimulations in the more forward
portions of the precentral region, which had
formerly been called premotor, activate the
axial musculature, while those close to the
central fissure activate appendicular muscula
tUI'<:. Since axial nlllscks arc Iar~n, tile IIlove
JlH'nls they produce appear ~rosscr than those
produccd by such discrcteappendicular mus
cular units as those found in the hand-one
need not invoke difl"erent orders of coordina
tion or complcxity to distinguish between the
posterior and anterior portions of the motor
cortex. Thus, the distinction between motor
and prell1otor cortex fades and, as a result,
makes unnecessary the classical disti nction be
twcen the locus of origin of the pyramidal and
extrapyramidal systems, which has already
been called into question by anatomical data.

On the other hand, evidence from ablation
and stimulation experiments in both man and
monkey indicates the continued necessity for
differentiating precenh'al motor from postcen
tral ser:sory mechanisms.~' Certainly the dis
h1ction Cannot be thought of simply in terms
of afFerents reaching the postcentral and efFer
ents leaving the precentral cortex. Thus, with
these data in mind, a thorough reinvestigation
is needed of the organization of the input
output relationships of the extrinsic (primary
projection) system related to somatic struc
tures.

The marked overlap of input-output is not
limited to t,Ile somatic extrinsic (primary pro
jection) systell1. \ Vith respect to vision, eye
!/lovements can be elicited from stimulation of
practically all the striate corlex;,'; these eye
lIlovements can be elicited after ablation of
the o[ her cortical areas From whie:h eye move
ments are obtained. \\lith respect to audition,
ear movements have been elicited;:!··a res
piratory effects follow stimulation oJ the olfac
tory receiving areas.~';·i'," Thus, an ()','erlap of
afferents and efFerents is evident not only in
the neural mechanisms related to somatic
fllllction but ~llso in those related to the special
senses. The overgeneralization to the: brain of
the law of (Bell and )ivlagendic,ali which de
fines scnsory in terms of afferents in the dorsal
~pillal artd motor in terms of eO'ercnts in the
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BASIC AI'PJlOACHES TO TIlE UNDEI\STANDING OF HUl\L\N BEHAVIOH

G[ The Specific Amnesias
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disturbal1ce
operations:

Simultancous Visual Choice
Rcaction 0

TABLE 7-1.

Between the sensory projection areas of the
primate cerebral mantle lies a vast expanse of
parieto-temporo-preoccipital' cortex. Clinical
observation has assigned disturbance of many
gnostic and language functions to lesions (If
this expansc. Experimental psychosurgical
an,:dysis in subhuman primates, of course, is
limited to nonverbal behavior; within this lil1l
itation, however, a set of sensory-specific ag
nosias (discrimination disabilities and losses in

o Pre- and postoper<1tive scores on a simultaneous
visu<11 choice rC<1ction of the animals whose brains :m:
diagrammed in Fig. 5, indicating the number of trials
t<1ken to reach a criterion of 90% correc-t on 100 con
secutive trials. Deficit is defined as a larger number of
tri<1ls t<1ken in the "retention" test th<1n in origil1<11
learning. (The misplacement of the score H lcloes not
change the overall results as given in the text. )

Operille\ ..... ithout deficit Oper... les wilh ~cfi('il :"onoperate L·~.ntroh

p,. Post Pre Post p,. PO)!

01'1 200 0 PTa I 120 272 CI i90 so
01'2 220 0 PT02 325 F C2 230 20
01'3 3~0 0 PTO .1 I~O F C3 7SO 20
LT I 390 190 PTO' 120 4SO C4 440 0
LT 2 300 ISO T I 940 F
HI 210 220 T2 330 F
IIA 350 240 \'TII I 320 F
FT I SIlO SO VTU 2 370 F
FT3 SO 0 VfH 3 21lO F
FT4 20S 0 \'TII 4 440 F
FT5 300 200 \'T I 240 F
FT6 250 100 \'T 2 200 F
DLI 160 1'10 \'T 3 200 890

I
·DI.2 540 ISO \'T 4 410 F
1)1.3 300 24(J \'T 5 210 F

DI. " 120 11)()
v

\1\'1 110 0

IMV2 ISO 10
M\'3 290 1.10

IM\'4 230 10
MVS :I!lO 120

CIN I I:i:!O IlO ICIN 2 400 f,()

ClIO 115 74 !CIN. 2·W )40

Second, neuroanatomical and electi'Ophysio
logical techniclues are engaged to work out th~
relationships between the brain areas under
examination and the rest of the nervous sys
tem. These experimental procedures allow the
construction of reasonable models of the func
.tions of the areas and of the mechanisms of
impairment.

Two major classes of memory
have been delineated by these
specific and contextual amnesias.

112

tions during this period. These studies provide
evidence that makcs me think that the impair
mentsin memory functions produced by local
experimental lesions are best subsumed 'as de
ficiencies in input processing, and I wiII de
scribe the evidence that demonstrates that
memory traces become distributed widely
within a sensory projection system. I will then
argue that the mechanism of remembering
critically involves input coding, both during
storage and retrieval.

As noted earlier, the experimental analysis
of subhuman primate, psychosurgical prepara
tions has, contrary to popular opinion, uncov
ered a host of memory disturbances. The ini
tial technique by which these brain-behavior
relationships were established is called the
method of the "intersect of sums,"H an exten
sion of what Teuber named the method of
"double dissociation" of signs of brain trauma.
The intersect-of-sums method depends on
classifying the behavioral deficit produced by
c01:tical ablations into yes and/lo instances on
the basis of some arbitrarily chosen criterion;
then plotting on a brain map the total extent
of tissue associated witb each of the categories
-a!Jlated:deficit.; /lot a1J[atcd:/Jo deficit-and
finally finding the intersect of those two areas
(essentially subtracting the /loes from the
!/cses-pllls-/Joes) .. 111is procedure is repeated
for each type of behavior under quantitative
consideration. The resulting map of localiza
tion of disturbances is then validated by mak
ing lesions restricted to the site determincd by
the intersect method and showing that the

. maximal behavioral dcficit is obtained by the
restricted lesion (see Table 7-1 and Figure
7-5)· .

Once the neurobehavioral correlation has
been established by the intersect-of-sums tech
nique, two additional experimental steps are
undertaken. First, holding the lesion constant,
a series of variations is made of the task on
which performance was found defec·tive.
Thest' experimental manipulations determine
the linlits m'er which the brain-behavior dis
turbance cori'eIations hold and thus allow rca
sonable construc.:lions of models of· the psycho
logical processes impaired by the various
surgical pl:ocedures.
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One day while testing monkeys with such
lesions at the Yerkes Laboratories in Orange
Park,' Florida, I sat clown to rest from the
chore of carrying a monkey the· considerable
distance between home cage and laboratory.
The monkeys, including this one, were failing
miserably at the visual discrimination task
bein~ administered. It was a hot muggy, typi~

cal Florida summer afternoon and the air was
swarming with gnats. My monkey reached out

Figure 7-6. Scores for two operates and four
controls on the first run of size discrimination.
Shaded area indicates the range of performance of
the four nonoperate controls. IT operates monkeys
with resections of inferior temporal cortex.

All sorts of differences in the physical ciimen
sions of the stimulus-for example, size (Fig
ure 7-6 )-are distinguished less after the le
sion,3A but there is more to the disability than
this as illustrated in the following story.

Q[ Search and
Sampling

thinking, and experiments that led to our pres
ent view of the function of the inferior tem

-poral cortex in vision.

VISUAL CHorc, REACTION

Figure 7-5. The upper diagram represents the
".Hn of the areas-of resection of all of the animals
:;ruuped ,'is showing deficit. The middle diagram
represents the sum of the areas of resection of all
(}!' : he animals grouped as showing no deficit. The
luwer diagram represents the intersect of the area
shown in black in the upper diagl'am and that not
cheekerboarded in the middle diagram. This inter
sect represents the area invariably implicated in
visual choice behavior in these experiments.

the capacity to identify cues) have been pro
duced. Distinct regions of primate cortex have
been shown to be involved in each of the
modality-specific mnemonic functions: ante
rior temporal in gustation/ inferior temporal
in ':i3;on,~!1 midtemporal in audition,77,17 and

. occipitoparietal in somesthesis.~:l In each in
stance, discriminations learned prior to surgi
cal interference are lost to the subject post
operatively and great difficulty (using a
"savings" criterion) in reaquisition is experi
enced, if task solution is possible at all. -

The behavioral analysis of these "specific"
:lIllllesias is still underway, but an outline of
the psychological process involved can be dis
cussed. Perhaps the easiest way to communi
cate this outline is to detail the observations,
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translucent light fixture large enough so the
animal could be physically inserted into it.
The aniIl1al c;ouldprcss a levcr throughout the
pro~edure but was rewarded only during the
period when illumination was markedly in
creased for several seconds ata time. Soon
response frequency became maximal during
this "bright" period. Under such conditions no
differences in performance were obtained be
tween inferotemporally lesioncd and control
animals. The result temled to support the view
that if an inferotemporally lesioned monkey
did not have to make a choice he would show
no deficit in behavior, since in another experi
menf\!' the monkeys failed to respond dWer
entially to differences in brightness.

In another instance"" we trained thc mon
keys on a very simple object discrimination
test: an ilshtray versus tobacco tin (Figure
7-8). These animals had been trained for two
or three years before they were operated on
and were therefore sophisticated problem
solvers; this, plus ease of task, accounts for the
minimal deficit in the simultaneous choice
task. (There are two types of successive dis
crimination: In one the animal has either to go
or not to go, and in the other he k,s to go left
or right.) \\Then given the same cues succes
sively, the monkeys showed a deficit when
compared with their controls, despite this
demonstrated ability to differentiate the cues
in the simultaneous situation.

This result further supported. the idea that
the problem for the operated monkeys was not

. so much in "seeing" but in usefully manipulat
ingwhat they saw. Not only the stimulus COH

ditions per se but the whole range of. response
determinants appear involved in specifying
the deficit. To tcst this idea in a quantitative
fashion we next asked whether the deficit
would vary as a functioll of the/lIImlJer of
alternatives in the situation.41 The hope was
that an informational measure of the deficit
could be obtained. Actually something very
different appeared when the number of errors
was plotted against the number of alternatives
(sec Figure 7-9).

If one plots repetitive errors made before
the subject finus a peanut-that is, the num
ber of times a monkey searches the same cue

'~"r:' ~.
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ANIMAL T.1.

1st po~t.oP. run

2nd po~t·op. run

1st pre·ap. run

2nd pre-cpo run
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Figure 7-7. Single manipulanduJ11 perfOlmance
eurves of a single animal in a varying brightness
situation. Shaded area indieale~variabilily among
groups of four animals. .

and caught a gnat. Without thinking I also
reached for a gnat-anclmissed. The monkey
rcached out· again, caught a gnat, and put it in
his mouth. I reached out-missed! l~ina'lIy, the
paradox of the situation forced itself on tne. I
took the beast back to the testing r00111: He
was as deficient in making visual choice as
ever. But when no choice was involved, the
monkey's vi~ually guided behavior appeared to
be intact. This gave rise to the following experi
ment (Figure 7-7), which Ett1ingerl~ carried
out. On the basis of this particular observa
tion, we made the hypothesis that choice was
the crucial variable responsible for the defi
cient discrimination following inferotemporal
lesions. As long asa monkey docs not have to
make a choice, his visual performance should
remain intact. To test this hypothesis, mon
keys. were' trained in a Gantzfeld made of a
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Figure 7-9. Cr;lph of the average number of repetitive error~ made in the multiple object experi
ment during those search trials in each situation when the additional, that is, the !lovel, cue is first
added.
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Figure 7-8, Comparison of learning scores on three types of object discrimination by three groups of
monkeys. Note that though the cues remain the same, changing the response which was demanded
increased the deficit of the inferotemporal groups.
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q[ The Contextual Amnesias

The second major division of the cerebral
mantle to which mnestic functions have been
assigned by clinical observation lies On the
medial and basal surface of the brain and ex
lends forward to include the poles of the fron
tal and, temporal lobes. This frontolimbic por
tirJ!1 of the hemisphere is cytoarchitecturally
diverse. The expectation that different parts
might be shown to subserve. different func
tions therefore is even greater than that ,;ntei'
tained for the apparently uniform posterior

number of alternatives they Cit!: sample or
handle at anyone time.

In short, the m()dality-sp~(;ific defect that
results Fr6m a posterior "association" ;;ystem
lesion appears to produce an information
processing defect best' described as a restrk
tion on the number of alternatives searched
and sampled.
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SAMPLING PERFORMANCE EXCEPT NOVEL CUE
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Figlll'e 7-10. Craph of tlw average proport'ion of objects (eues) that are sampled (except novel cue)
hy each of the groups in each of the situations. To sample, a monkey had to move an ohject until the
content or lack of content of the food well was clearly visihle to the experimenter. As was predicted,
during the first half of the experimcnt the curve. representing the sampling ratio of the posteriorly
lesion~d gronp differs significantly from the others at the 0.024 level (according to the nonparametric
Mann-Whitney U Test).

-versus the number of alternatives in the sit
uation, one finds there is a hump in the curve,
a stage where control subjects make many
repetitive errors. The monkeys do Ibrn the
appropriate strategy, however, and go on to
complete the task with facility. What in
trigued me was that during this stage the
monkeys with inferotemporal lesions were
doing better than the controls! This seemed a

. panldox. As the test continued, however, after
the controls no longer made so many errors,
the lesioned subjects began to accumulate an
error hump even greater than that shown ear
lier by the controls.

When a stimulus sampling model was ap
plied to the al1alysis of the data, a difference
in sampling was found (Figure 7-10). The
monkeys with inferotemporallesions showed a
lowered sampling ratio; they sampled fewer
cues during the first half of the experiment.
Their defect can be characterized as a restric
tion in the visual field; however, the limitation
is not in the visual-spatial field but in the in
formation-processing field. That is, in the
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Figure 7'-11. Graph of performance of three·
groups of '01onkeys under conditions of extinction
in a mixed schedule operant conditioning situation.
Note the slower extinction of the frontally lesioned
monkeys.

Classically, disturbance of immediate memory
has been ascribed to lesions of the frontal pole.
Anterior and medial frontal resections were
the firs,t to be shown to produce impair
ment on delayed response and delayed alter
nation problems. In other tests, frontal lesions
also take their toll: Impairment of the orient
ing galvanic skin response (GSH) is found,
and of conditioned avoi·dance behavior, as
well as of classical conditioning. Furthermore,
error sensitivity was tested in an operant con
ditioning situation (Figure 7-11). After sev
eral years of training on mixed and multiple

or The Parsing Problem

therefore examine more closely the effects of
frontal isocortical resection on problem solv
ing.

cortex. In the case of the posterior cortex, the
diversity of lesion effects nonetheless allowed
classification: di fferential discriminations were
always involved, and the defects turned out to
bc sensorY-Illode specific. In the same manner,
lesions of the frontolii11bic region, irrespective
of location (dorsolateral frontal, cingulatc
medial frontal, orbitofrontal-eaudate, tem
poral polar-amygdala, and hippocampal)
have lwen s!wwn to produce disruption of
"delayed alternation" behavior. The alterna
tion Ll.'k dcmands that the subject alternate
his responses between two cues (for example,.
betwcen two places or between two objects)
on sllccessi\'e trials. On any trial the correct
response is dependent on the outcome of the
previous response. This suggests that the criti
cal variable that characterizes the task is its
temporal organization. In turn, this leads to
the supposition that the disruption of alterna
tion behavior produced by frontolimbie le
sions results from an impairment of the pro
cess by which the brain achieves its temporal
organization. This supposition is in part con
firmed by further analysis, but severe restric
tions on what is meant by temporal organiza
tion arise. For instance, skills are not afFected
by frontolim bie lesions, nor are discrimina
tions of melodies. Hetrieval of long-held mem
ories also is lIttle affected. Bather, shorter term
mnestic processes are singularly involved. In
animal experiments these are dei110nstrated
especially clearly when tasks demand match
ing from memory a cue (as in the delayed
response problem) or outCome (as in the al
ternation task) that in thc past has shown
some complcxit·y in the regularity of its recur
rence. Hather than identify an item, thc organ"
ism must fit the present event into a context of
prior occurrences, only some of which relate
directly to the situation at hand.

As noted, different parts of the frontolimbic
complex would, on the basis of their different
structures, bc expected to function somewhat
differently within the category of short-term
mnestic processes. Indeed, different forms of
contextual amnesia are produced by different
lesions. But th~se relationships between the
structures of the limbic forebrain and behav
ior are beyond the scope of this paper. Let us
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Percentage of Alternation as a
Function of Response and
Outcome 9f Preceding Trial 0

TABLE 7-2.

o ComparisOll of the perfonl1anee of frolltally abi:ltcd
alld llormal monkeys on alternatiolls m;-,(:e ~lJh:,eqlJellt

to reinforeed (H) all<1 llonrcilJforeccl (NH) alld an
altemated (A) and lJollalternated (NA) respOllSe,

t A, alternated; NA, did not alternate; n, was re
warded; illld NH, was not rewarded.

vised a situation in which both iicls over the
food w~lI opened simultaneously, but the
monkey could obtain the peanut only if he
had 9peped the baited well. Thus the monkey
was 'gi,~en '''complete'' informatiqn on every
trial and the usual correction technique could
be circumvented. 'Vith this app'aratus the pl:O
cedure was follO\\Tcd with four variations: (;or
rection-contingent, correction-noncontingcnt"
noncorrection-contingent, and noncorrection
noncontingent. The contingency referred to is
whether the position of the peanut depended
on the prior correct or incorrect response of
the monkey or whether its position was alter
nated independently of the monkey's behn ,,
ior. 'Vilson then analyzed the relationship
between an error and the trial preceding that
error. Notice· (Table 7-2) that for the normal
monkey the condition of reinforcement :lI1d

nomeinforcement of the previous trial makes a
difTerence, whereas for the frontally lesionecl
monkey this is not the case. Alternation affects
both normal and frontal subjects about
equally. In this situation, frontal subjects are
simply uninfluenced by rewarding or nome
warding consequences of their behavior:

Now let me return to the multiple choicC' ex
periment discussed earlier,4G (p. 114)' I-Jere
also this inefficacy of outcomes tri influclCc
behavior is demonstrated; it :s illustrated

Precf'ding tri:d f
A·B A·SB SA·B SA-SR

Normal
3H4 SJ Sfi ·10 45

3Ufi S4 5:1 ,'\(; 4"
3!lH 4H fl!J ~i 40

3H4 fil oJ :n 7:1

Total 55 611 J.l 52

Frontal
JHI 4H ,51 iJ 4J

437 42 4fi 2.i 26

361 4!l 48 .1!l ,3S

433 43 39 31 3:2
Total 4fi 4fi 31 33

------------------------
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Figure 7-12. Graph, showing the differences in
the number of repetitive errors made by groups of
monkeys in a go, no-go type of delayed reaction
experill1ent. Especially during the initial trials,
frontally operated animals repeatedly return to the
food \\'ell after exposure to the "nonrewarclecl"
predelay cue. Note, howeveJ', that this variation
of the delay problem is mastered easily by the
frontally operated group.

schedules, four hours of extinction were ru 11,

that is, the reinforcement (peanuts) was r,o
lon'ger delivered, although everything else in
the situation remained the same. Note that the
frontally lesioned animals failed to extinguish
in the four-hour period, whereas the control
monkeys did:w

This failure in extinction accounts in part
for poor performance in the alternation al
ready described (Figui'e 7-12): the frontally
lesioned animals make many more repetitive
errors. Even though they do not find a peanut,
they go right back and keep looking:'" '

This result was confirmed and amplified in a
study by 'vVilson.in He analy.zed the occasions
for error: did errors follow alternation or non
reinforcement? To determine which, he de-
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~[ An Alternative to the
Transcortical Reflex

IS"-R-S"-L-lS" ... ). Immediately the per
fonnance of the frontally lesioned monkeys
improved and was indistinguishable from that
of their controls.';~ I interpret this result to
mean that for the subject with a bilateral fron
tal ablation, the alternation task becomes
something like what this page would seem
were there no spaces between words. The
spaces, and the holes in doughnuts, provide
some oEthe structure, the parcellation, parsing
of events (doughnuts, alternations, and
words) by which they became eodable and
decipherable.r",o OF CuES IN SITUATIOf\~

(Figure 7"1:3) by an increased Iltunlwr of
trials to criterion afkr the monkeys have first
found the peanut. The procedure calls for the
str,lll"gy of return to the same object for five
conscclltin: times, that is, to criterion. The
frontally lesioned animals are markedly de
ficient ill doing this. Again, we see that the
c0l)(.litions of reinforcement arc relatively in
eHedive ill shaping behavior once the frontal
eugranular (;orll'x has been removed, so that
the monkc'ys' behavior is relatively random
\\'hen cOll1p~~red to that of normal sllbjects.~··-'

Behavior of the frontally' ICsioned monkeys
thus appears to he minimally controlled by its
(rl'peall'dly experienced and therefore ex
pected) consequences.
'Frontal lesions work their havoc on yet an

other contextual dimension. This is best dem
onstrated by manipulating the alternation task
in :'1 special way: Instead of interposing equal
intt-rvals between trials (Hight-s"-Left-s"
Hight-s"-Lcft-s"-Hight-s"-Lcft-S" ... ) as in
the classic task, couplets of HL were formed
by extending the intertrial interval to IS sec
onds before each B trial (H-S"-L-15"-H-S"-L-

Figure 7-1:3. Graph of the average number of
trials to criinion takell in the multiple object ex
'lH'riment hy' each group in each of the situations

. ;I:,C,' search \Vas completed, that is, after the first
correct reSiym:,e. 1'\ote the clIfference between the
CU:Tes fIJr the controls and for the frontally oper- ,'j\'Iodels of cerebral organization in cognitive
at·.,d group. a difference that is significant at the'
.U5 level IJ\' an analysis of variance (F = 8.19 for processes have, heretofore, been based to a
2 :llld 6 df) according to McNemar's procedure large extent on clinical neurological data and
jx·:-i'ormed ',,,, normalized (by square root trans- have been formulated with the reflex as proto
formation) r;\'\' score~·. type. Such models state that input is organized

in the extrinsic sensory, elaborated in the in
trinsic associative, and from there relayed to
the extrinsic motor sectors. I have already
pointed out that the afferent-efferent over!<lp
in the extrinsic (primary projcction) system
makes such notions of cerebral organization
suspect. A series of neuropsychological studies
by Lashely,30 Sperry,H7,m Chow,lO Evarts,J!'
and \Vade74 in which the extrinsic (11rimary
projection) sectors were surgically cross
hatched, circumsected, or isolated by large re
sections of their surround, with little apparent
cfTects on behavior, has cast further doubt on
the usefulness of such a transcortical model.
Additional difficulties are posed by the nega
tive cl.ectrophysiological and anatomical find
ings whenever direct connections arc sought
between the extrinsic (primary projection)
and intrinsic (association) sectors.n.'~!1 These
data focus anew our attention on the problem
faced repcatedly b}, those interested in cere
bral functions in cognitive behavior. Experi
mentalists whofolloweCl Flourensin dealing
with the hieravchieal aspccts of cerebral or
ganization-e.g., j\·lunk,41 Monakow;11I Gold
stein,~ I Locb/' and 1,ash1cy~S-have invari-
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ahly come to emphasize the importancl.: of the
extrinsic (primary projection) sectors not only
in "sensorimQtor" behavior but also in the
more complex "cognitive" processqs. Each in
vestigator has had a slightly different ap
proach to the functions of the intrinsic (asso
ciation) sectors, but the viewpoints share the
proposition that the intrinsic sectors do not
function independently of the extrinsic. The
common difficulty has been the conceptualiza
tion of this interdependence between intrinsic
(association) and extrinsic (primary projec
tion) systems in terms other than the trans
cortical reflex model-a model that became
less cogent with each new experiment.

Is there ~il alternative that meets the objec
tions leveled against the transcortical reflex yet
accounts for currently available data? I be
lieve there is. The hierarchical relationship be
twecn· intrinsic (association) and extrinsic'
(primary projection) systems can be attrib
u ted to a convergence of the Olltput of the two
systems at a subcortical locus rather than to a
specific input h:om the extrinsic cortex to the
intrinsic. Some evidence supporting this no
tiOIl is already available. Data obtained hy
Whitlock and Nauta,'~ using silver staining
techniques, show that both the intrinsic and
extrinsic sectors implicated in vision by neuro
psychological experiments are efferently con
nected with the superior colliculus. On the
other hand, lesions of the intrinsic thalamic
nuclei fail to interfere with discriminative be
havior.11.4~ Thus, the specific cffects in be
havior of the intrinsic (association) systems
are explained on thc basis of output to a sub
cortically located ncural mechanism that func
tions specifically (e.g., superior colliculus in
vision). This output, in tunl, afFccts input to
the extrinsic (primai'y projection) systcms ei
ther directly or through the efferent control of
thc reccptor (e.g., in vision, mechanisms of
eye movcment, accommodation) . According
to this conception, the associative functions of
the central nervous system arc to be sought at
cOllvcl'gcnce poinls thronghollt tlw central
lICI'VOU.S systelll, especially ill the brain stelll
and spinal axis, alld not solely in the intrinsic
(association) cerebral sectors.

Qr How the Brain Controls
Its Input

Heccntly much of our effort has been chan
neled into an attempt to increase the evidence
for su~h efferent control mechanisms. To' this
end, a series of experiments was undertaken to
find out how the brain cortex might affect the
processing of visual information. It is appro
priate to begin with some facts-or rather lack
of facts~about the neuroanatomical relation
ships of the inferotemporal cortex. There is a
dearth of neurological evidence linking this
cortex to the known visual system, the genicu,
lostriate system. There are no dcfinitive ana
tomical inputs specific to the inferotem,P0ra!
cortex from the \;isual cortex or the geniculate
nucleus. Of course, connections can be traced
via fibers that synapse twice in the preoccipi
tal region, but connections also exist between
the visual cortex and the parietal lobe, the ex
cision of which results in no change in visual
behavior (as shown above). In addition, mas
sive circumsection of the 'striate cortex does
not impair visual discrimination.11 .;''' Further
evidence that these "corticocortical." connec
tions are not the important ones can be sec,)
from the following experiment. T performcd ,
(Table 7-3) a crosshatch of the inferotem
poral cortex, much as Sperry';'; had done ear
lier for the striate cortex, and found :10 deficit
either in visual learning or in performance. On

TABLE 7-3. Comparison of the Effects of
Undercutting and Crosshatching
Inferotcmporal Cortex of
Monkeys onTheir Performance
in Several Discriminations
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Figure 7-15. A plot of the recovery' functions
obtained in five monkeys before and during
chronic cortical stimulation: relative amplitude
of thcl second response as a function d inter
ILtsh interval.
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small so that it can be implanted under the
scalp. It puts out a square-wave bidirectional
pulse, 1 msec. in duration and about 3 v in
amplitude. The £rell'JeIH;y of stimulation is
approximately 8to 10 pulses/second. The bat
teries that drive the stimulator are recharge-
able. ,

Hecords were made in the awake monkey
(Figure 7-15). Paired flashes are presented
and recordings are made from electrodes im
planted in the occipital cortex. The response
to fifty such paired flashes arc accumulated on
a computer for average transients. The flash
flash interval is varied from twenty-five to two

Figure 7-14. Stimulator and batteries for chronic
br"in stimulation. Batteries are rechargeable
nickel·cadmium and are available in different
sizes from tbe manufacturer.

the other hand, undercutting the inferotem
pora] cortex made a vas,t difference: it pre
cluded hoth learning and performance in vis
ual tasks. This suggests that the relationships
essential to visual behavior must be corti co
suhcortical.

This proposal can be tested, viz that the es
sential relations of the posterior association
,cortex are centrifugal, or efferent:I ;, There is
physiological evidence to suggest and support
such a notion. In addition to an output to the
superior colliculus (mentioned above), a large
s~'stem of connections leads from the infero
temporal cortex to the ventral part of the
putamen, a basal ganglion usually considered
motor in function.n~ How would an efferent
mechanism of this sort work? To find out we
performed the following experiment.

Instead of making ablations or implanting
an epileptogenic lesion, we now chronically
and continuously stimulate the brain. Dr.
D.\:. Spinf;jji in my laboratory designed the
stimulator (Figure 7-14) and the recording
(,(!1\i pment.'n The stimulator is sufficiently
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Figure 7-1 G. This figure plots the percent
change ill recoverv for all subjects in the various
exp<'rimcnts. It is' thus a suinmary statement of
the findillgs.

hundred msec. All are records from stria:'~'

(visual) ,cortex. The top traces were recorded
prior to the onset of stimulation and the lower
ones after stimulation of the inferoten1poral
regiou had begun. Note that with cortical
stimu lation the recovery function is depi'esseJ,
that is, recovery is delayed.

Figme 7-16sho\\,s the average of such ef
fects in five subjects. Chronic stimulation of
the iuferotemporal cortex produces a marked
increase ill the processing time taken by cells
in the visual system.

A parallel experiment in the auditory system
was done in, collaboration with Dr. James
Dewson, In this study, made with cats, re
movals of the auditory homologue of the in
ferotemporal cortex were performed. This
homologue is the insular-tempOl'al region of
the cat. Dewson1r. had shown that its removal
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impairs complex auditory di~(;rimination

(speech sounds), leaving simple auditory dis
criminations (pitch and loudness) intact. He,

moval,: in ad~lition, alters paired-click reco\'Cry
cycles recorded as far peripherally as the coch
lear nu~leus. Bilateral ablation shortens the
recovery cycle markedly. Of course, control
ablations of the primary auditory projection
cortex and elsewhere' have no sud1 cli'cct.
Thus, we have evidence that c111:onic stimula
tion of. the intrinsic ( association) cortex seicc
tively prolongs, while ablation selectively
shortens, the recovery time of cells in the rc
lated primary sensory projection system.

These results have been extended in both
the auditory and visual modes. Electrode stud
ies have sh()wn ~llterations of visual reeeptiH~

fields recorded from units at the optic nerve,
geniculate and corticallevc1s of the visual pro
jection system produced by electrical stimula-
,tion of the inferotemporal cortex. The anat
omy of the corticofugal pathways of thcse
controls over sensory input also is under study,
In the auditory system the fibers lead to the

901~ '[ inferior colliculus and from there (in part ,'ia
I the superior olive) to the ('ochI8ar nuclel:s,lI;

o ~ ;~~::;il~o~::I~~'::11,:~on Definitive results as yet have not 1H.·en
o Control Stimulation d I f I I I

_ 'mmNj,,,, achieve in our stU( ies () t 1e visua pat 1wa~'s,

I I! I ---On,Mon'h II but IJreliminan.' imlications lead to the Imu-
0°1'1, It' 1,,°

1

" l V.."n" II.. " '. men, as already noted, and to the preteet:d-

J
1

A~i/' \\~,~",(ljl~"".t' I' collicular region as the site of interaction be-
.. <)" tween the corticofugal control mechanism ~lIId

! I ' , the visual input system.
loli ~_ I I " ~I The contextual amnesias only recently h~1\'e
~~I'---~~------~ ... >-d 'become subject to neurophysiological analysis.
'I I ~ rl I ~'O Again, as il,l the cas.'e of the sIwciHe amncsi<'lS,

10, ! 'I. 'I. 0

J
cortieofugal efferent control mechanisms have

I
I 11 I been demonstrated. Hesults obtained in my

,,0 --- ._- laboratory show that in many instances these

controls are the reciprocals of those involved

5,OolL'---',ll. ::'-::--__'-:-_---:-:--=--_..J.:-:__=-_----:;;, in the sensory-mode specif-ic processes,~lOthers (13rail! Res.') have shown that the
most likely pathways of operation of the

I I I I I frontolimhic mechanisms involve the hrain-
,25 50 .75 100 125" 150 175 200

stem I:eticnlar formation. Here, h()we\'(~r, :l~: in
the case of the specific anuH.'sias, control cau
be exerted as far peripherally as the prim;:r~'

sensory 1J(,.'nron,~I,~~

In general terms, the model derived from
these experiments states that the operation of



cfferents froril sensory-specific posterior intrin
sic (association) systems tends to reCluce and
from the frontolimbiC systems to enhance re
dUlltlallcy in the input channels, that is, the
extrinsic (primary proj<,ction) systems. This
presumably is accomplished by inhibition and
disinhibition of the ongoing internei.lronal reg
ulatory processeswithi;l the afFerent channels,
both those by which neurons regulate the ac
ti"itiesof their neighbors and those which de
crease a neuron's own activity.

~ The Distribution of Information
in the Brain

As lloted, this is not the first time in the his
tor~' of expcrimental brain research that data
haw led investigators of complex mnestic dis
orders to focus on the ]Jrimary projection sys
tems. Munk· 1 von !v[onakov;lo and Lash
ley:" pursued this course from an early em
piI: 1sis on ·the ",lssociation" to a later rccogni
tiU:l (jf the importance of the organization of
the input systems. Of special interpst in this
pllJ';,uit are the experiments of Lashley that
demonstratecl that pattern vision remains in
tlct after e.xtensive resection-np toSs per
cent-of the Ol)tic cortex. These results make
it illl]wrativc to assume that inpnt information
bccomes widely distribnted within tIle visnal
s~·slcm. Two types of mechanism have been
propnscd to .account for snch distrilm
tion.:,~,:'l Here I want to present evidence
tllat it indl'cd docs occur.

\VC trained monkeys to discriminatc he
t\\Ten a circle and a set of vertical stripes by
pressing the.right or left half of a plastic panel
upon which the cues wcre briefly projected
(f6r 0.01 msec.). Transient electrical re
sponses were meanwhile recorded from small
wire electrodes. The electrical responses were
then related 1>y computer analysis to the stim
ulus, response, and reinforcement contingency
of the experiment. fa Thus we could distin
guish from the' record whether the monkey
had looked at a circle or at the stripes,
whether he had obtained a reward or madc an
error, and whether he was about to press the
right or the left leaf of the panel. Interestingly
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enough, not all of these brain patterns were
recorded from all of the electrode locations.
From some input-related patterns were ob
tained best; from others the reili[orccment
related patterns were derived; and still others
gave us the patterns that were rcspousc
related. This was despite the fact' that all
placements were within the primary visual
system, which is characterized anatomically
by being homotopic with the retina. It ap
pears therefore not only that" optic events arc
distributed widely over the system but that
response and reinforcement-related events re
liably reach the input systems. Such results.
surely further· shake one's confidence in the
ordinary view that input events must be trans
mitted to the "association" areas for ,lssocia
tive learning to be efFected.

4[ The Mechanism of Remembering

The experimental findings detailed here allow
one to specify a possible mechanism to ac
count for the lesion-produced amnesias. On
the basis of the neurobehavioral and neuro
anatomical data, I had suggested c'lrlier·l~

that the posterior association cortex by way of
efFerent tracts leading to the brain stem (most
likely to the colliculi Or surrounding reticular
formation )~:; partitions the events that occur
in the sensory-specific system a,ld classifies
these events. OI'lring the course of our joint
work, 01'. Spinelli would repeatedly ask:
"What do you mean by 'partitioning'? \Vhat is
partitioning in neurological terms'?" Until we
had accomplished our electrophysiological ex
periments, I really had no idea just how to
answer: But once we saw the results of these
experiments, the neurophysiological explana
tion became evident: partitioning must work
something like a multiplexing circuit. In neu
rophysiological terms, when the recovery time
of neurons in the sensory-projection system is
increased by posterior intrinsic (association)
cortex stimulation, fewer cells arc available at
any gi\!en moment to receive the concurrent
input. Each of a successive series of inputs
thus .will find a difFcrent set of cells in the
svstem available to excitation. There is a good
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deal of evidence that, in the visual system at
least, plenty of reserve capacity-redundanc)!·
-exists so that information transmission is
not, under ordinary circumstances, hampered
by such "narrowing" of the channcl.~ Ordi>,
narily, a particular input excites a great num
ber of fihersin the channel, cnsuring replica
tion of transmitted information. Just as lateral
inhibition in the retina has the elfect of reduc" .
ing redundancy," so the operation of the
sensory-specinc posterior intrinsic (associa
tiun) cortex increases the density of informa
tion within the input channel.

Conversely, the functions of the frontolim
bic mechanism enhance redundancy, making
more cells available at any given momellt to
cuncurrent input: This diminishes the density
of information processed at any moment and
enhanccs temporal resolution.

The model has several important implica
tions. First, thc nonrecovered cells, the ones
that are still occupied by excitation initiated
by prior inputs, will act as a context or short
term memory bulfer a:gainst which the current
input is matchcd. A match-mismatch opera
tion of this sort is demanded by models of the
process uf recognition and selectivc attention
spelled out on other occasions. o These "occu
pied" cells thus form the matrix of "uncer
tainty" that shapes the pattern of potcntial
information, that is, the "expectancy" that de
termines the selection of input signals that
might or might not occur. Thc normal func
tions of the posterior 'cortex are assumed to
increase the complexity of this context while
those of the frontolimhic systems would sim
plifyancl thus allow readier rcgistration and
parsing.

Scccind, in a system uffixed size, reduction
of redundancy increases the degree of corre
lation possible with the set of external inputs
to the system, while enhancement of redun
dancy has the opposite clfect. The number of
alternati~!es or the complexity of the item to
which an organism can attend is thereby con
t\'()lled.~:l This internal alteration in the func
tional structure of the classic sensory-projec
tion system thus allows attention to vary as a

• See references 13, GG, 8, 35, 47, 50, and 51.

function of the spatial and temporal resolution.
that excitations can achieve, \vitll the result
that events of greater or lesser complexity C;111

be attended to. The sharper the spatial resolu
tion, the· greater the uncertainty and, thus, the
more likely that any set of inputs will he sam
pled for information. Conversely, the greater
the temporal resolution, the more likely that
attention is focused and that events become
grouped, memorable, and certain. In the ex
treme, the sharpening of the appetite ftir i1I

formation becomes what the clinical neurolo
gist calls stimulus-hinding.Its opposite is
agnosia, the inability to identify ('veuts be
cause they fail to fit the oversimplified context

.of the moment.
Third, this corticofugal model of the func

tions of the intrinsic (association) systems re
lieves us of the prohlem of infinite regress--;\n
association area "homunculus" that synthesizes
and abstracts from inputs, only to pass on·
these abstractions to a still higher homunculus,
perhaps the one that makes decisions, etc.
Former ways of looking at the iqmt-0utput
relationships of the brain invarial)ly have
come up against this problem (impliCit or e\
plicit) of little IllCU iuside little men.

Accordiug to the model presc,.tetl here,
there. is no need for this type of infinitc re
gress. The important functions of perception,
decision, etc., arc going on withi;. the extrinsic
(primal-y-sensory and motor-projection) sys
tems. Other brain regions such as th· posterior
sensory-specinc intri nsic ("associat cd") sys
·tems and the frontolimhic systeJl)~; ('\('1"[ t]wir
effects hy altering the functional r:rgauiz;ltion
of the primary systems. Thus these (/ss(lcicllcr!

intrinsic systellls arc not association system.,;
they simply alter the configuratiou of iJIput
output relationships processed hy the projec
tion systems. In computer language, the asso
ciated intrinsic systems fnnclion by supplyiug
s1I1Jro/ltincs in a hierarchy of programs, suh
routines contained within and not .superim
posed from above on the more fundamental
processes. In this fashion the infinite hi~hcr

. order ahstraelivc regress is a\'oidl'd. (JIll' could
argile thaI iu its place a downward n'grl'ss of
sl)b- and suusub-subroutines is substitull'd.
I would ans\ver that this. type of regress,

J.

. ,



ar Conclusion

An impaired coding process therefore wonld
be expected to prodnee grave memory distnr
bances. The question, is thus raiscd whether
lesion-produced all1nesias, specific and con
textual, primarily rellect malfunctions of the
mechanism of coding and not the destruction
of localized engrams. (See Prihrarn.":I)

12 5The Isocortex(CH. 7)

Conceptions concerning neocortical mecha
nisms in cognitive behavior have been re
evaluated in terms of recently accumulated
data. Since the designation neocortex has be
come ambiguous, isocortex is substituted; rela
tions to cognitive processes are inferred from
discriminative and problem-solving behavior.

Isocortex has been classified according to
the input it receives from the thalamus. 'Vhen
a sector of isocortex receives fibers from a
thalamic "relay" nucleus that,'in turn, receives
its major afFerents from outside the thalamus,
the sector is called extrinsic. 'Vhen a sector of
isocortex receives fibers from a thalamic nu
cleus that receives no such extrathalamic affer
ents, that,cortex is classified as intrinsic.

Neurally distinct portions of the extrinsic
(primary projection) isocortex are known to
serve ,distinct classes of behavior. The distinc
tions are in part related to differences in input
from different peripheral receptor mechanisms
( e.g., sense organs). Other distinctions such as
between motor and sensory cortex cannot be
attributed to such gross anatomical differences
(e.g., that only afferents reach sensory and
efferents leave motor cortex). Rather, differ
ences in detail of the organization of the over
lapping input to and output from each of the
extrinsic (primary projection) sectors must be
investi gated.

Intrinsic (association) isocortex can also be
divided according to demonstrated relation
ships to one or another class of behavior. Dis
criminative behavior (response to invariants)
in specific modalities is affected when particu
lar subdivisions of the posterior intrinsic cor
tex are removed. 'Vhen the anterior intrinsic
(frontolinlbic) cortex is ablated, those dis
crimi nations arc affeeteel which arc based

through progressive differentiation, is the
more understandable and mauipulable of tIle
two,

A filial ;Hh'ant:lge of the model is that the
signal itself is not altered: the invariant prop
crlies of a signal arc unaffected unless channel
capacity is overreached. It, is only the organi
zation of the channel itself-the matrix within
which the signal is transmitted-that is al
terccl. Thus the same signal carries more or
less infonnation,' depending on the width of
the channel. I am here tempted to extrapolate
and say that the signal carries different mean
ings, depending on the particular structure or
org:1I1ization of the redunchncy of the chan
ncl.

Concretely, the intrinsic (association) cor
tex is conceived to program, or to structure, an
input chaimel. This is tantamount to saying
that the input mllst he coded by the operation
of this cortex. In its more fundamcntal as
pects. computer programming is in large part
a coding operation: The change from direct
machine operation through assembler to one
of the more manipulable computer languages
im'o]vcs a progrcssion from the setting of
binary switches to conceptualizing combina
tions of such switch settings in "octal" code
and then assembling the numerical octals into
alphabc·tizecl words and phrases and finally
parceling arid parsing of phrases into sen
tene'('s, !'Outines, and subroutines. In essence,
these rrogressiv(' coding operations minimize
interference :1nwng Iike events by identifyi ng
and registerin!,; unique structures' among the
conngmations of ocenrrence and recurrence of
the c\'cnts.

The evidence presented here makes it not
unlikely that oncfunction of the posterior and
frontolimbic formations of the forebrain is to
code events occurring within the input sys
tems. As already noted, the distribution of in
formation (dismembering) implies an encod
ing process that can reduplicate events without
recourse to widespread random neural con
nections. Hegrouping the distributed events
(rcm'~mbcring) :dso implies some sort of cod
ing operation-one similar to that used in
decoding hin:1r~' switch settings into an oct:1I
fonn:'It.
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